
UCS effects on ulceration 
folowing fear conditioning 

Six groups of animals were given fear conditioning trials 
while immobilized. Conditioning was at three levels of UCS 
intensity (.5 rnA, 1.5 rnA and 2.5 mA) and two lengths of 
duration (.25 sec and. 75 secJ. Ulceration rate increased as a 
function of increasing UCS intensity but not UCS duration. 

Effects of ues intensity and duration have been in
vestigated by classical conditioning methods using dif
ferent responses. In eyelid conditioning, ues intensity 
has been found to be directly related to speed of acquisi
tion and level of performance (Spence & Platt, 1966). 
In GSR conditioning, ues intensity was directly related 
to higher response level and greater resistance to ex
tinction (Wickens & Harding, 1965). 

The duration of ues has been varied when GSR was 
used as a conditioned response (Bitterman, Reed & 
Kranskopf, 1952), in investigating conditioned eyelid 
reflex (Runquist & Spence, 1959), and in cardiac condi
tioning (Wegner & Zeaman, 1958). The effect of duration 
of ues generally has been reported as beingnegligible. 
However, Overmier (1966) reports that ues duration 
does effect fear conditioning when fear is measured by 
an instrumental response. It is interesting to note that 
Overmier indicates there were no differences between 
short and long duration uess when heart rate was the 
measure taken. His ues durations were extreme in that 
they were .5 sec and 50 sec of intensive shock. It may 
be that ues duration must be considerable in order to 
have a substantial effect. In classical fear conditioning, 
using an instrumental response as the measure of 
fear Mowrer and Solomon (1954) report that the bar 
pressing response did not vary significantly (only .10 
level of significance) with ues durations of 3 and 10 sec. 

The typical procedure in fear conditioning has been to 
use a classical conditioning paradigm with an instrumen
tal measure of strength of inferred fear. The present 
investigation is an attempt to classically condition fear 
and measure its consequences with a moredirectphys
iological response. The parameters of the ues involved 
are intensity and duration. The measure of inferred 
fear is rate of ulceration. Ulceration rate has been dem
onstrated to be a function of number of fear conditioning 
trials previous to es exposure during restraint(Sawrey 
& Sawrey, 1964). 
Method 

Subjects. The Ss were 66 male,Sprague-Dawleyrats, 
approximately 120 days of age. 

Apparatus. Ss were restrained by wrapping them in 
1/4 in. wire mesh which formed a cylinder. Nine brass 
rods were inserted through the mesh to complete the 
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immobilization of S. Shock source was a constant cur
rent Applegate stimulator. es was a 100 Wlamp placed 
3 it in front of the Ss. 

Delivery of es and ues was controlled by a series of 
Hunter interval timers. 

Procedure. Ss were randomly assigned to one of six 
experimental conditions. The groups were composed of 
three levels of ues intensity (.5 rnA, 1.5 rnA, 2.5rnA) 
and two durations of ues presentation (.25 sec and 
.75 sec). 

The procedure was identical for all six groups ex
cept for the deliberate variation of ues intensity and 
duration. All Ss were food deprived for 24 h previous 
to being placed in restraint. Immediately after restraint, 
copper electrodes were taped to the pads of the rear 
feet and conditioning was started. Electrodes were taped 
to the pads to insure the ues was unavoidable for the 
appropriate durations and intensities. The conditioning 
procedure was as follows: The es of light was presented 
for 5 sec and was immediately followed by the ues. 
Eighty es trials were administered and a random 40 es 
were followed by the appropriate ues (i.e., .25 sec or 
.75 sec). The intertrial interval varied randomly between 
175 and 285 sec. S were left in restraint following the 
conditioning procedure for the remainder of a 48 h 
period. During the period of restraint following condi
tioning, the es was administered every 230 sec. Follow
ing restraint Ss were sacrificed, autopsied, and stomach 
ulcers counted. 
Results 

The mean number of ulcers for the three intensities 
were 3.77, 6.63, and 10.72 for.5 rnA, 1.5 rnA, 2.5 rnA 
respectively. The means for duration were 6.36 and 
7.72 for .25 sec and .75 sec respectively. Ulceration 
rate increased as intensity of the ues increased 
(F=3.99, df=2.52, p<.05). 

Duration and interaction effects were not significant. 
Discussion 

Ulceration rate in a classical fear conditioning situa
tion may be the result of the intensity of the ues per se 
rather than a result of the pairing of es-ues during 
conditioning. The finding that ulceration rate does vary 
with ues intensity probably can be accounted for, in 
large part, by the conditioned fear resulting from the 
es-ues pairings. Ulceration presumably results from 
prolonged gastric secretion. The entire conditioning 
procedure took place within a 4 h period of time followed 
by 44 h of es exposure and restraint. It would seem that 
conditioning deriving from the es-ues pairing and the 
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subsequent exposure to the es were responsible for most 
of the obtained differences. Other findings from this 
laboratory tend to confirm this conclusion. 

The results of this investigation are consistent with 
other conditioning investigations in supporting the im
portance of the intensity of the ues in classical proce
dures and in indicating, within the durations studied, 
the negligible influence of duration ofUeS. In the current 
investigation both ues intensity and duration were in
sured through the taping of electrodes to the pads. Most 
previous fear conditioning studies have employed grid 
shock. Such a procedure leaves the question of duration 
of an aversive stimulus indecisively answered. 

The use of ulceration rate as a dependent variable in 
fear conditioning appears to provide a more direct mea
sure of strength of fear conditioning than would strength 
of a subsequently learned instrumental response. This 
is made even more plausible in view of the conditioning 
of HcL secretion as reported by Bykov (1957). 
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